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This copy is granted free of charge for the private use of the person to whom it is issued. 

1962 AAT atHfirmTufr7.5%4TATHY7aT4T tAtTTH, 
FTTT129A(18)()HauasaT,

7 7T T777f7faT, TETATTTHTTIAATTTET, THIT, 
Tft HTATÉAATAETI7T3TATUTU-ETTATTATAEI3izrarqriTTfTITETTTHATI 

TTEPTy7HAT473TTE 
TATf73rz4s1r21 
An appeal against this order lies with the Customs, Central Excise and Service Tax Appellate 
Tribunal in terms of section 129A(1B)() of the Customs Act, 1962 on payment of 7.5% of the 
amount demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where penalty alone 
is in dispute. It shall be filed within three months from the date of communication of this order. The 
appeal lies with the appropriate bench of the Customs, Central Excise and Service Tax Appellate as 
per the applicable provisions of Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal (Procedure) 
Rules, 1982. 

(7Tfafa) fAHTAT, 4TTTETA, 

TEHfafaATTËEHATZTTHTHTTT,TATTfTTATATYT7H4THaATÈstfrHTOT 
, 3ATZTT7TTT777,TtAHtstE, 7 M/s Knowledge Infrastructure Systems 
Pvt. Ltd. & Others vs ADG, DRI, MumbaiTHTATRT4TTA/86617-86619/2018fzi 
31.05.2018 774T TET3TTATAua7aAT functus officidaaATATÈI 
It is informed that the jurisdiction of the Adjudicating Authority stands alienated with the conclusion 
of the present adjudication order and the Adjudicating Authority attains the status of 'functus 
officid as held by Hon'ble CESTAT, Mumbai in its decision in the case of M/s Knowledge Infrastructure Systems Pvt. Ltd. & Others vs ADG, DRI, Mumbai vide Order No. A/86617- 86619/2018 dated 31.05.2018. 

In case where an order is passed by bunchin9 several show cause notices on an identical issue against the same party, separate appeal may be filed in each case. 

T ETHC.A.-3 Zra7TTE ATAT (fT) fAHTaAt, ATfraazffAHTaATT4 3 T 2 HJT RTEEATAAu}HATfuaAT The Appeal should be filed in Form C.A.-3 prescribed under Rule 6 of the Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982 and shall be signed and verified by the person specified in sub-rule 2 of rule 3 rules ibid. 
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() aT2ATATTaTATET, 
4TTT4TATTT ZHTHTO yTTATTgqaEAETAT, 1000/, (1)ar<26 , IeHATEATATHTHATrtEE, 5000/- TT (Gii) TTE77TT7 THTHTT4EA. 10000/- TTTT HTET4HATTTTT4EIHETTTTTHf HEAHUgfzfezaà 

TTTTETAAÀ419TTHTATTATEHTET¥ZHEATPiT 



A fee of (i) Rs. 1000/- in case where the amount of duty and interest demanded and the penalty 

imposed in the impugned order appealed against is Rupees Five Lakhs or less, (i) Rs. 5000/- in 

case where such amount exceeds Rupees Five Lakhs but not exceeding Rupees Fifty Lakhs and (il) 

Rs. 10000/- in case where such amount exceeds Rupees Fifty Lakhs, is required to be paid through 

a crossed bank draft in favour of the Assistant registrar of the Bench of the Tribunal on a branch of 

any nationalized bank located at the place where the bench is situated and demand draft shall be 

attached to the Appeal. 
TFafarfrqz, 50 

3Ata-TTfA4TÉhT3fAfA4, 1870 trT-ft4a 
ry7TETATTfEuwasq4HTYHTUSH3AT�YT3Eufa4, 50 TÉ}7TTETTTTETI 

Once copy of the Appeal should bear a Court Fee Stamp of Rs. 50 and said copy of this order 
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attached therein should bear a Court Fee Stamp of Rs. 50 as prescribed under Schedule item 6 of 

the Court Fee Act, 1870, as amended. 



BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE 

M/s Puture Logistics, (PAN: AACFF8002H1, situated at Plot No. 41/ 13, 

Sector-30, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400703 (hereinafter referred to s 
Customs Broker or CB) are holder of a regular Customs Broker License No. 

l/1853 issued by the Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai under kegulao 

9(1) of CHALR, 2004. 

he central Intelligence Unit of Jawaharlal Nehru Custom House 

Vsugated a case against M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited on tnc 

Ontelgence received from Ahmeda had Zonal Unit of DRI that severa 

appcared to have imported goods by utilizing "Agri Inirastructrc 

ncenuve Scrips' in a manner which was not in conformity of Foreign lradc 

Folicy. During investigation, it was found that M/s. Jain Irrigations yste 
LTd, IEC O388080361 (hereinafter referred to as 'the importer), having 

registered office at Jain Valley, Shirsoli Road, Jalgaon, Maharash tra-451 
nad imported goods against Bills of Entry No.5622919 dated 27.05.2014, 

658613 dated 30.05.2014, 5852407 dated 19.06.2014, 7329027 dated 

10.11.2014, 7358792 dated 12.11.2014, 8525717dated 09.03.2013 ana 

8781024 dated 01.04.2015 by utilizing 'Agri Infrastructure Incentive Scrips 
issued in terms Para 3.13.4 read with Annexure 37F of Hand Book of 

Procedure vol.1, by (wrongly) claiming the benefit under Notification No. 

95/2009-Cus dated 11.09.2009. 

2. 

2.1 Statistical summary of theimported goods and Bills of entry is as under 

CHART 

S B/E No. Goods CTH Assessabl Duty Licence 
and date Imported (4) Value Debited No. and e 

(2) (3) (in Rs.) date (in Rs.) 
(6) N (5) (7) 

I 5622919/ Aseptic 392390 394828B5 8,60,01 0267379/ 
27.05.201 bags 20 2 20.02.201 

4 
2 5658613/ Aseptic 392390 4583452 9,98,36 0267379/ 

30.05.201 bags 20 4 20.02.201 

4 
3 5852407/ Contact 841830 3203770. 8,48,84 0267379/ 

19.06.2001 plate 90 50 20.02.201 
4 freezer 4 

with 

refrigeratio 
n systems 

4 7329027 Fan motor, 841869 152320 40,499 0267379/ 90 10.01.201 Pump, 
Pump seal 

20.02.201 
4 

4 
kit, Nozzle 

(spare 

parts for 



evaporative 

condenser) 
392390 4672712. 2,53,03 0267379/ 7358792/ Ascptic 

49 9 20.02.201 
12.01.201 Bag 20 

4 

1331 131 39,18,9 0267798/ 
8525717/ Belt frcezer 841830 O 

7.22 84 30.10.201 
09.03.201 vibrator, 90 

air knile, 

spare parts 
4475734. 11,82,8 0267798/ 

8781024/ Contact 841869 

58 30.10.201 
01.04.201 plate 90 20 

4 
5 freezer and 

pump 

In the present casc, Importer M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited 

With the help of the two Customs Brokers viz M/s. Future Logistics and M/s. 

Jetwings Freight Forwarders had filed the said Bills of Entry for clearance of 

by wrongly claiming benefit under Notification 

No.95/2009-Cus dated 11.09.2009 using two License No.0267379 dated 

3. 

the impugned goods 

20.02.2014 and 0267798 dated 30.10.2014. The said licenses were issued 

under Agri Infrastructure Incentive Scheme under Para 3.13.4 of FTP 2009-

14. Further It was observed that Agri Infrastructure Incentive Scheme under 

Para 3.13.4 of FTP 2009-14, subject to other conditions were covered under 

Notification No. 94/2009Customs dated 11.09.2009 instead of Notification No 

95/2009.Customs dated 11.09.2009, which was claimed by importer M/s 
Jain Irrigations Systems Limited. Further, in addition to the fact that duty 

benefit against the said 07 Bills of Entry had been claimed against 

Notification No.95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009. Further, it was also 
observed that the goods imported were not covered under Para 3.13.4 of FTP 

2009-14 which means the same were not eligible for duty exemption under 

Notification No.94/2009- Customs dated 11.09.2009. 

4 The Customs Broker firm M/s Future Logistics had filed the Bills of 

Entry No. 5622919 dated 27.05.2014, 5658613 dated 30.05.2014 and 

5852407 dated 19.06.2014 (Sr. No. 1 to 3 in the above chart) under 

Notification No.95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009, 
imported against the subject bills of entry were not entitled to, in collusion 
with importer M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited. It appeared that Custom 
Broker M/s. Future Logistics knowingly abetted and colluded with importer 
M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited in improper clearance of the goods 
which had been rendered liable for confiscation under Section 111(m) &111(o) 
of the Customs Act 1962. As Customs Broker M/s. Future Logistics made 
incorrect declaration while presenting the Bills of Entry under Section 46 of Customs Act, 1962 intentionally.

for which goods 

Further, Customs Broker M/s. Jetwings Freight Forwarders Pvt. Limited filed the Bills of Entry No.7329027 dated 10.11.2014, 7358792 dated 12.11.2014, 8525717 dated 09.03.2015 and 8781024 dated 01.04.2015 (Sr. No. 4 to 7 in the above chart) under Notification No.95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009, for which goods imported against the subject bills of entry were 
not entitled to, in collusion with importer M/s Jain Irrigations Systems 

. 

Limited. 



Cgoods Imported by the importer viz Aseptic bags, Coa P 

Ct wth reirigeration systems, Fan motor, Pump, Pump seal kl, 

opauc parts tor evaporative condenser, Belt freezer vibrator, air knite, spare 

parts, Contact plate freezer and pump are not the goods listed undc 

5. 13.4 of FTP or in APPENDIX 37 F. Further, goods allowed for imports vi 

vOUncation No 94/2009 are capital goods. However, the goods actueuy 

mported by the importer were consumables and spares. 

6. 

Pa 

iw o1 the facts above, it appeared that the importer M/s Jain 

guons Systems Limited & Customs Brokers deliberately 
claimea the 

iet o1 inadmissible Notification No 95/2009-Customs 
dated 11.09.2009 

nerelore, it appeared that the claim of exemption under wrong NOUncao 

No.95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009 against 

7. 

goods imported was 

deliberate with intent to evade applicable duty of customs. The total assessea 

Value of goods under the said Seven Bills of Entry was Rs. 3,43,47,591/-1Rs. 

Three Crore Forty Three Lakh Forty Seven Thousand Five Hundred Ninety 

One only) and total duty evaded by wrongly utilizing the Agri. infrastructure 

incentive Scrip and by wrongly claiming Notification No.95/2009-Customs 

dated 11.09.2009 was Rs. 81,02,601/-(Rs. Eighty One Lakh Two Thousand 

Six Hundred One only). 

8 During investigations statements of concerned people were recorded 

under section 108 of the Customs Act, 1962, Shri Shailesh Sanyal, Import 

Coordinator, authorized representative of Jain Irrigations Systems Limited in 

his statement recorded on 28.11.2016 inter alia stated that they had claimed 

notification no. 95/2009- Customs dated 11.09.2009 and it was not 

according to the para 3.13.4 of FTP 2009-14; that they had inadvertently 
claimed notification 95/2009-Cus dated 11.09.2009; that they had not 

approached the customs department for rectification of mistake; that there 

was no Custom Notification mentioned in the above said licenses; that they 

manufactured fruits puree/ purees, juices concentrates; that they had given 

true and correct declaration in terms of classification and description of 

goods, however they had not correctly claimed notification number 95/2009- 

Cus dated 11.09.2009; that their Custom Broker M/s Future Logistics and 

M/s Jetwings Freight forwarders had filed the above said bills of entry; that 

their Customs Brokers had not pointed out the wrong notification while filing 

the above said bills of entry. 

Further Mrs. Richa Thakur, Partner of CHA M/s. Future Logistics 

during her statement recorded on 01.10.2018 under Section 108 of Customs

Act 1962, inter alia stated that they were aware of the Notification 94/2009- 

Customs dated 1lth September, 2009; that the said Notification speaks 

about import of Capital Goods using Agri. Infrastructure Incentive Scrip as 

specified under para 3.13.4 of Foreign Trade Policy 2009-2014; that they were 

9. 

submitting the signed copy the said Para 3. 13.4 and copy of Notification 

94/2009-Customs also; that they had been clearing Imports of M/s Jain 

irrigation Systems Limited, IEC No. 0388080361 since 2013; that they were 

aware of the conditions for utilizing Agri Infrastructure Incentive Scrips under 
Notification No. 94/2009-Cus, that they were well aware of the capital 

goods/equipment permitted 1or import as per Para 3.13.4 of Agri 

Infrastructure Incentive Scheme and goods covered under Appendix 37F; that 
the license provided by importer to them was already registered with customs: 

that on approval and contrmation rom importer, they filed the bills of entry 

ner the directions of Importer M/s Jain irrigation Systems Limited; that as 



per the information provided by importer M/s Jain Irrigation Systems, the 
importer was a listed manufacturing company; that it appeared that the 

goods were used for captive consumption; that they didn't know the actual 

use of the goods; that they had not personally visited the manufacturing unit 

tor verification of the same; that the license was registered by importer 
themselves with the customs department; that before filing the bills of entry 

the document was sent for approval from them and Any licenses no. was put 

according to their requirement. 

Shri Vandeep J. Shetty, Manager of CHA M/s. Jetwings Freight 
Forwarders Private Limited during statement recorded on 31.07.2018, under 

Section 108 of Customs Act, 1962, inter alia stated that he was aware about 

this Notification 94/2009-Customs dated 11th September, 2009; that they 
had been clearing imports of M/s Jain irrigation Systems Limited, IEC No. 

0388080361 since 2013 and they had followed KYC norms as per regulation 
13(0) of CHALR, 2004; that the license provided by importer to them was 

already registered with customs; that on approval and confirmation from 

importer, they filed the bills of entry as per the directions of Importer M/s 

Jain Irrigations Systems Limited; that as per the information provided by 
importer M/s. Jain Irrigation Systems, the 

10. 

was a listed importer 
manutacturing company; that it appeared the goods imported were used for 
captive consumption; that he didn't know the actual use of the goods; that 
they had not personally visited the manufacturing unit for verification of the 

same; that the license was registered by importer themselves with the 

customs department; that before filing the bills of entry the document was 

sent for approval from the importer and any licenses number was put 
according to requirement of the importer. 

11. The Constitution bench of the Hon'ble Supreme Court vide their order 
dated 30.07.2018 in the case of Commissioner of Customs (Import), Mumbai 
Vs. M/s. Dilip Kumar and Company in Civil Appeal NO. 3327 OF 2007 has 
ruled that exemption notifications should be interpreted strictly and that the 
burden of proving applicability would be on the assessee to show that his 
case comes within the parameters of the exemption clause or exemption notification. The Constitution bench also held that, when there is ambiguity in exemption notification which is subject to strict interpretation, the benefit of such ambiguity cannot be claimed by the assessee and it must be interpreted in favour of the revenue. 

12. From the facts above, it is established that M/s. Jain Irrigation and Customs Brokers wrongly claimed benefit of exemption under Notification No. 95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009. This was done with an intention to misguide the Department to have undue benefit by claiming exemption under Notification No. 95/2009-Customs, dated 11.09.2009 utilizing Agri infrastructure incentive Scheme issued under Para 3.13.4 of FTP 2009-14. It appears that the importer M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited and Customs Brokers deliberately claimed the benefit of inadmissible Notification No.95/2009 dated 11.09.2009 in spite of the fact that they were aware that 
the subject goods imported against Bills of Entry No. 5622919 dated 
27.05.2014, 5658613 dated 

30.05.2014, 7329027 dated 10.11.2014, 7358792 dated 12.11.2014, 8525717 dated 
09.03.2015 and 8781024 dated O1.04.2015are neither covered under Para 

5852407 dated 19.06.2014, 

3.13.4 (C) and under Appendix 37 F of Para 3.13.4 (IV) of FTP 2009-14, nor 

under Notification No. 94/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009, therefore the 



same a adi 10 payment of applicable duty of custorms on the 
subject goods nad been mis-declared with deliberate intent to evauc 

legitimate duty of customs by claiming ineligible notification, therefore tn same were not admissible for benefit claimed in terms of Notification No 

95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009 and applicable duty was to be recovered 
on merit irom M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited under Section 28(4) of 

the Customs Act, 1962 by invoking extended period of limitation along with 
applicable interest under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962, therefore 

M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited have also rendered themselves for liable 
for penal action under Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962. 

Based on investigation, Show Cause Notice Order No. 12/2019-20 

dated 09.07.2019 was issued to the Custom Broker M/s Future Logistics. An 

inquiry was initiated against the CB by appointing Ms. Pallavi Gupta, Deputy 

Commissioner of Customs as an Inquiry Officer under Regulation 17 of the 

CBLR, 2018, for their failure to comply with the provisions of CBLR, 2018. 
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14. The Inquiry Officer completed the inquiry proceedings and submitted 

the inquiry report vide letter dated 13.11.2019, wherein the charges framed 

against the CB M/s. Future Logistics viz. contravention of Regulation 10(d) 

and 10(e) of CBLR, 2018 were held proved beyond doubt. The Inquiry Officer 

has also established the violation of Regulation 14/a), (b) and (c) of CBLR, 

2018 by the charged CB under Article of Charge- II. The findings of the 

Inquiry Officer are discussed in detail as below. 

INQUIRY REPORT 

1. As per the Inquiry Report dated 13.11.2019, CB M/s. Future Logistics 

were provided opportunities of personal hearing on 19.08.2019, 28.08.2019, 

06.09.2019 and 11.11.2019 to present their defense before the Inquiry 

Officer. However, none of the opportunities of the personal hearing was 

availed by the CB. As the Charged CB did not attend the hearings on the 

designated date and time, the Inquiry Officer concluded the proceedings as an 

ex-parte on the basis of facts. 

The Inquiry Officer further observed that the Customs Broker was well 

aware of the fact that the Bills of Entry in the subject case were filed by him 

on behalf of Importer. The Customs Broker was also aware that the said act 

will result in undue benefit to the importer and loss to the government 

2. 

revenue. Therefore, the Customs Broker was required to bring the said facts 

to the notice of the Customs Authorities, however, the Customs Broker M/s 

Puture Logistic holder of a CB License No. 11/1853 did not Inform the same 

to the Customs Authorities and on the other hand, the Customs Broker 

abetted the importer in the act of evasion of custom duty by filing the Bills of 

Entry. Accordingly, the Inquiry Officer held that the Customs Broker is liable 

for violation of Regulation 10(d) of CBLR, 2018. 

The Inquiry Officer has stated that in the instant case, from the facts of 

the case as well as from the statemernts, it is evident that the Customs Broker 

processed the documents for filing of Bills of Entry without exercising due 

diligence to ascertain the correctness of the information. The CB has not 

verified the documents submitted by the importer. The CB has blindly 

accepted the documents. The CB filed the Bills of Entry relying on unverified 
and unauthenticated invoice. It was further observed by the Inquiry Officer 

3. 



that the Customs Broker was well aware of the fact that the benefit is being 

wrongly availed at the time of filing of Bills of Entry; that the Customs Broker 

by their acts of commission and omission had facilitated evasion of payment 

of legitimate customs duty by the importer. Accordingly, the Inquiry Officer 

held that the CB has grossly failed in discharging their duties as required 

under Regulation 10(e) of CBLR, 2018. 

The Inquiry Officer has proved the violation of charges i.e. 10(d) and 

10te) of the CBLR, 2018 against the CB. In addition to this, the Inquiry 

Officer has observed that CB appeared to have aided the importer in evasion 

4. 

of legitimate Customs duty. The Inquiry Officer observed that if the CB had 

been vigilant and performed their duties efficiently, this unauthorized filing of 

Bills of Entry which resulted in the evasion of payment of customs duty 
would not have taken place. The Customs Broker failed to bring the 
discrepancies to the notice of the Customs Authorities and therefore, the CB 

is liable for violation of Regulation 14(a), (b) and (c) of CBLR 2018. 

Accordingly, the Inquiry Officer held the violation of Regulation 14(a), (b) and 
(c) of CBLR 2018 as "Proved" against CB under article of charge -Il. 

The Inquiry Officer has concluded that the charges leveled against the 

CB are based on the Investigations that the Customs Broker M/s Future 

Logistics (11/1853) had filed Bs/E and attempted to clear the goods into 

India imported in the name of M/s. Jain Irrigations Systems (importer). 

Further, the CB has added and abetted for monetary considerations. 

Moreover, as the CB has neither submitted any defense, nor appeared for any 

of the personal hearings granted; also leads the Inquiry Officer to find that 

the CB was hand in glove with importer in this endeavor of clearing of goods 

and evasion of Customs Duty and other necessary compliance related with 

the import of goods by importer. The role of each and every person involved in 

this case also appeared to be suspicious and neither have they represented 

their case norhave they submitted any written communication. It also 

5. 

indicates that they do not take departmental proceedings seriously and also 

not having respect towards Inquiry Proceedings. 
The inquiry report dated 13. 11.2019 was shared with the CB vide letter 

dated 28.11.2019 under regulation 17(6) of CBLR, 2018. 
6. 

RECORDS OF THE PERSONAL HEARING 

A personal hearing was fixed on 20.12.2019; however, the CB did not 

attend the hearing. Therefore, the date of hearing was re-scheduled on 

08.01.2020 and the same was intimated to the CB vide letter dated 
30.12.2019. However, due to the transfer of the Adjudicating Authority the 

personal hearing on 08.01.2020 could not be held and the CB was granted 
another opportunity of personal hearing on 04.03.2020. The same was 

intimated to the CB vide mail dated 21.02.2020. The Customs Broker also did 
not attend the personal hearing scheduled on 04.03.2020, 
subsequently;personal hearings were fixed on 15.07.2020, 28.08.2020, 14.09.2020, 23.09.2020 and 15.10.2020. The date of personal hearing granted to CB were intimated vide letters dated 13.07.2020, 20.08.2020, 07.09.2020, 15.09.2020 and 06.10.2020 respectively. However, despite granting several opportunities of personal hearings, none of them was availed in person or through video conferencing facility by the CB. 



DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS 

nave gone through the case, material facts on record, Inquiry Report 

and examined the role and conduct of CB in the case betore me. 

1. 

2 In terms of Show Cause Notice dated 20.05.2019 vide F. No. SG/Misc- 

157/2015-16/Part()/CIU/JNCH, issued by the Commissioner of Customs(G) 

JNCH, Nhava Sheva, it was revealed that M/s. Jain Irrigations Systems Ltd, 

(the importer), having their registered office at Jain Valley, Shirsoli Road, 

Jalgaon, Maharashtra-431002, had imported goods against Bills of Entry 

No.5622919 dated 27.05.2014, 5658613 dated 30.05.2014, 5852407 dated 

10.11.2014, 7358792 dated 12.11.2014, 
19.06.2014, 7329027 dated 

8525717dated 09.03.2015 and 8781024 dated 01.04.2015 by utilizing 'Agri 

Infrastructure Incentive Scrips, issued in terms Para 3.13.4 read with 

Annexure 37F of Hand Book of Procedure Vol.1. They had incorrectly claimed 

the benefit under Notification No. 95/2009-Cus dated 11.09.2009using two 

License No.0267379 dated 20.02.2014 and 0267798 dated 30.10.2014. The 

said licenses were issued under Agri Infrastructure Incentive Scheme under 

Para 3.13.4 of FTP 2009-14. Further, It was observed that Agri Infrastructure 

Incentive Scheme under Para 3.13.4 of FTP 2009-14, is subject to conditions 

and goods are covered under Notification No. 94/2009Customs dated 

11.09.2009 instead of Notification No 95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009, 

which was claimed by importer M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited. Further, 

in addition to the fact that duty benefit against the said 07 Bills of Entry had 

been claimed against Notification No.95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009 

instead of Notification No.94/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009. It was also 

observed that the goods imported were not covered under Para 3.13.4 of FTP 

2009-14. This means the same were not eligible for duty exemption under 

Notification No.94/2009- Customs dated 11.09.2009. The said 07 Bills of Entry 

were filed by the Customs Brokers M/s Future Logistics and M/s Jetwings 

Freight Forwarders. 

During investigation it was revealed that the Customs Broker M/s. 
Future Logistics had filed 03 Bills of Entry i.e Bills of Entry No. 5622919 

dated 27O52014, 5658613 dated 30.05.2014 and 5852407 dated 19.06.2014 
under Notification No. 95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009 for which goods 
were imported by the importer M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited. 

2.1 

In this regard, a Show Cause Notice No. 12/2019-20 dated 09.07.2019 
vide file no. S/8-09/2019-20 CBS was issued to the CB,M/s Future Logistics 
by the Commissioner of Customs (G), Mumbai, wherein charges of 

contravention of Regulation 10(d) and 10(e) of the CBLR, 2018 were framed 
against the said CB and Ms. Pallavi Gupta, Deputy Commissioner of Customs 
was appointed as inquiry officer to conduct the inquiry proceedings. 

3. 

4. I find from the Inquiry Report dated 13.11.2019 that the CB M/s. Future Logistics did not attend the personal hearing on 19.08.2019, 
28.08.2019, 06.09.2019 and 11.11.2019 provided to them by the Inquiry Officer. However, based on the facts, the Inquiry Officer has proved the 
charges of violation of Regulation 10(d), 10 (e) and 14 (a), (b), (c) of the CBLR, 2018 against the CB. 

5. I find that ample opportunities of personal hearing were granted to the 
CB by the Adjudicating Authority orn 08.01.2020, 04.03.2020, 15.07.2020, 
28.08.2020, 14.09.2020, 23.09.2020 and 15.10.2020. However, none of the 
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above mentioned opportunities of personal hearing granted to CB was availed 

by them. Hence, I proceed with ex-parte adjudication on the basis of the 

material facts and evidence available on record and the Inquiry Officer report. 

I now examine the charges alleged in the SCN and in Inquiry Report 

sequentially. In respect of Regulation 10(d) of CBLR 2018 it has been alleged 

that the CB did not advise their client to comply with the provisions of the 

Act, other allied Acts and the Rules and Regulations thereof, and in case of 

noncompliance, did not bring the matter to the notice of the DC/AC of 

Customs. I find that Mrs. Richa Thakur, Partner of CHA M/s. Future 

Logistics during statement recorded on 01.10.2018 under Section 108 of 

Customs Act 1962, inter alia stated that they were aware of the Notification 

94/2009-Customs dated 11th September, 2009; that the said Notification 

speaks about import of Capital Goods using Agri. Infrastructure Incentive 

Scrip as specified under para 3.13.4 of Foreign Trade Policy 2009-2014; that 

they were aware of the conditions for utilizing Agri Infrastructure Incentive 

Scrips under Notification No. 94/2009-Cus; that they were aware of the 

capital goods/ equipment permitted for import as per Para 3. 13.4 of Agri. 

Intrastructure Incentive Scheme and goods covered under Appendix 37F; that 

they didn't know the actual use of the goods. Further I find that Sh. Shailesh 

Sanyal, Import co-coordinator, authorized representative of M/s Jain 

rrigations Systems Limited in his statement recorded under Section 108 of 

6. 

Customs Act, 1962 on 28.11.2016, 21.02.2017 and 13.08.2018 interalia 

stated that they had inadvertently claimed notification no. 95/2009- Customs 

dated 11.09.2009 and it was not according to the para 3.13.4 of FTP 2009-

14; that they did not approach the customs department for rectification of 

mistake; that there was no Customs Notification mentioned in the above said 

licenses; that their Customs Broker did not point out the wrong notification 

while filing the Bills of Entry. 

I find that despite the CB being well aware of the Notification No. 

94/2009-Customs dated 1l th September, 2009, the process of utilization of 

Agri. Infrastructure Incentive Scrips, that the goods imported by the importer 

were not listed in that scheme, yet they did not advise the importer about the 

6.1 

same. I find that the CB was also aware that the said act would result in 

undue benefit to the importer and loss to the Government revenue. Thus, I 

find that the CB has deliberately failed to bring the fact of non-compliance of 

due Rules & procedure to the notice of the Customs Authorities. I also find 

that the CB facilitated the evasion of payment of duty by the importer 

whereas a Customs Broker is required to advise his clients of the legal 

process and procedure to be followed. In the present case the CB totally failed 

to advise his client which resulted in the loss to the Government 
revenue.Thus the CB has deliberately failed to comply with the provisions of 

Regulation 10 (d) of the Customs Broker Licensing Regulation, 2018, since, 
there was malafide intention to defraud the government exchequer. 

In respect of Regulation of 10(e) of CBLR2018 it has been alleged in the 

Show Cause Notice that the CB has not exercised due diligence to ascertain 

7. 

the correctness of any information which he imparts to a client with reference 

to any work related to clearance of cargo or baggage, in this regard I find from 

the statement of Mrs. Richa Thakur, Partner of CHA M/s. Future Logistics during her statement recorded on 01.10.2018 under Section 108 of Customs
Act, 1962 wherein she inter alia admitted that the importer was a listed manufacturing company; that they didn't know the actual use of the goods; 
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that they had not personally visited the manufacturing unit for verification or 

the same; that they filed the Bs/E as directed by the importer. From the abovVe 

admission by Mrs. Richa Thakur, Partner of CHA M/s. Future Logistics, I iind 

that the CB did not show due diligence to verify the correctness of the 

iniormation given by the importer, even being unaware about the actual use 

of the goods as well as the manufacturing unit of the importer. I find that the 

CB could not explain why they did not point out the wrong 
notification while 

filing the Bills of Entry.lt can be reasonably construed that Custom Broker is 

very well versed with the aspect of declaration of goods, classification and 

duty impact. Clearly the CB made no attempt to familiarize the clients with 

the legal procedure to be followed and the duties to be paid. Instead of 

exercising the due diligence to impart correct information to the IEC holder, 

the CB facilitated the evasion of duty. The CB were not efficient in their duties 

in this case, thus the CB have contravened the provisions of Regulation 10e) 

of CBLR, 2018. 

From the facts of the case, it was found that the CB M/s Future 

Logistics had knowingly and intentionally claimed the exemptions of duties 

under self-assessment to duty under Section 17(1) of the Customs Act, 1962 

by claiming the wrong Notification No. 95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009. 

This notification does not cover the subject impugned goods imported vide the 

said Bills of Entry. The impugned goods vide the said Bills of Entry were mis- 

declared deliberately and willfully by suppressing true and correct declaration 

with an intention to evade legitimate duty of Customs and violated the 

provisions of Customs Act, 1962. This was done by the importer and the CB 

with an intention to misguide the department in spite of knowing the fact the 

subject goods imported were neither covered under Para 3.13.4 (C) and under 

Appendix 37 F of Para 3.13.4 (IV) of FTP 2009-14, nor did under Notification 

8. 

No. 94/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009. 

The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Commissioner of Customs 

V/s. K. M. Ganatra and Co. in civil appeal no. 2940 of 2008 approved the 

observation of Hon'ble CESTAT Mumbai in M/s. Noble Agency V/s. 

9 

Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai that; 

A Custom Broker occupies a very important position in the customs 

House and was supposed to safeguard the interests of both the importers 

and the Customs department. A lot of trust is kept in CB by the 

Govemment Agencies and to ensure 

therefore rendered themselves liable for penal action under CBLR, 2013 

made under CBLR, 2013 and 

(now CBLR, 2018) 

10. I find that the Custom Broker M/s. Future Logistics knowingly abetted 

and colluded with importer M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited in improper 

clearance of the impugned goods; that the CB made incorrect declaration 

while presenting the Bills of Entry under Section 46 of the Customs Act, 

962, intentionally; therefore, they are liable for penal action under CBLR, 

2018. The above evidence on record clearly indicates that the CB was working 

in a negligent manner, and violated the obligations cast upon them under the 

CBLR, 2018. The CB has failed to discharge duties cast on him under 

Regulation 10(d), and 10(e) of CBLR, 2018 which resulted in the undue 

benefit of Notification no. 95/2009-Customs dated 11.09.2009 by the 

importer M/s Jain Irrigations Systems Limited. Accordingly, I am inclined to 

revoke the CB License and pass the following order. 
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ORDER 

. 1, Principal Commissioner of Customs (General), in exercise of the power 

conferred upon me under Regulation 17(7), of the CBLR, 2018, pass the 

following order: 

i) I hereby impose penalty of Rs.50,000/-(Rupees Fifty Thousand only) 

on M/s. Future Logistics, bearing CB License No. 11/1856 (PAN 

No.AACFF8002H) under Regulation 18 of the CBLR, 2018. 

I hereby order for forfieiture of entire amount of security deposit 

furnished by the CB, under Regulation 14 of the CBLR, 2018. 

ii) The CB License No.11/1856 is ordered to be revoked under 
Regulation 14 of the CBLR, 2018. 

(iv) That the CB surrender the original License as well as all the 'F', "G 

& H' cards issued there under immediately. 

2. This order is passed without prejudice to any other action which may be 

taken aganst the Customs Broker and their employees under the Customs 

ACt, 1962, or any other act for the tinme being in force in the Uniorn ot India. 

a3 
PRACHI SAROOP) 

PRINCIPAL COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS (G) 
MUMBAI zONE-I 

To, 
M/s. Future Logistics, (CB No. 11/1856) 
(PAN No. AACFF8002H) 

Plot No.41/13, Sector 30, 

Vashi, Navi Mumbai, 
Mharashtra - 400 703. 

Copy to: 

1 The Pr. Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai l, II, III Zone 
2 All Commissioners/Pr. Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai I, II, lII 

Zone. 

3. CIU's of NCH, ACC & JNCH 

4 EDI of NCH, ACC 8JNCH 
5. ACC (Admn), Mumbai with a request to circulate among all 

departments. 
6 JNCH (Admn) with a request to circulate among all concerned. 

7. Cash Department, NCH, Mumbai. 
8 Notice Board. 
9 Office Copy. 
10. Box File 


